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TASK 9 - ACCESSIBLE MARKET FOR 30/20 GHz SERVICES
SECTION 1
STATEMENT OF WORK
Starting with the potential traffic (voice, data and video) for
30/20 Gfiz systems developed in Task 6, the contractor shall estimate the
actual traffic that would likely be implemented on such systems for the
years 1990 and 2000. Eleven scenario variations shall be investigated:
nine of a "common network" approach and two dealing with a "trunking network"
approach. Each scenario element would represent a market demand based on
certain network size and service price assumptions. The demand results for







	 Initial 30/20 GHz Market Demand Assessment
This market identification study was preceded by a market demand
assessment encompassing the telecommunications environment of the United
States. The primary goal of that study, now referred to as Phase 1, was to
estimate the market demand for 30/20 GHz satellite systems over the period
1980-2000. Achieving that goal required completion of the following tasks
elements within that study.
- Projection of communication traffic volumes to year 2000
- Assessment of the relationship of traffic volume to:
. Mileage band distance distribution
. Population density
. U.S. geographical distribution
- Price sensitivity
- Identification of service traffic volumes by major user cate-
gory
- Analysis of traffic demand within a representative metro-
politan area
- Comparison of present and future service costs
- Evaluation of the demand for communications services as a
function of reliability and real vs. non-real time delivery
The study report provided by this document, now considered Phase
II, is the follow-on study to the above Service Demand Assessment study
completed by Western Union in July 1919. The purpose of these market
studies conducted by NASA is to promote the commercial applications of 30/20
GHz band.
2.2	 Objectives
The overall objective of the Task 9 study effort is to quantify
the net accessible 30/20 GHz satellite systems market demand through a
series of scenario variations. From the eleven different scenarios which
Fr
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consider differences in network type, network size and service price, an
optimized approach for system implementation may emerge. This preferred
approach should reflect the best matching of system size to an accessible
market demand fill level.
2.3	 Scope
The 11 market scenarios created as part of this study effort
define two basic apprt;^ches to 30/20 GHz system implementation: the common
network or specialized carrier model, and the trunking network or public
carrier model. Each approach includes an analysis of network charac-
teristics which affect the accessible market demand and serving capa-
bilities.
The market scenarios permit the conversion of the 30/20 GHz
systems net addressable market into the net accessible market over the
1990-2000 period. The net addressable market is that portion of the total
satellite market which is capable of being served by 30/20 GHz satellite
systems.
It can also be defined as the resultant traffic volume after con-
sideration has been given to user operating characteri-tics, system tech-
nical constraints on service applications, and economic advantages of
satellite versus terrestrial means. The net accessible market is the
portion of the net addressable demand which is likely to be implemented on
30/20 GHz satellite systems.
It includes such factors as:
- Economic feasibility of particular networks
- Geographic coverage
- Service compatibility with network market objectives
- System availability and timing constraints with regard to
services offered.
Market penetration by competing specialized carriers is the
final element required to actually size a common network utilization.
Penetration factors for individual ca-riers have not been projected in this
study.
The common or specialized carrier network service demand is
evaluated on the basis of three different earth station networks: minimum,
most efficient and, largest network sizes; with consideration given to
three different service price levels: equal to Ku-band services, 20% below
Ku-band and 40% below.
Two trunking network configurations were evaluated, both based on
the geographical market coverage provided by the network. One contained
ten earth station locations, the other 20 locations, Additional variations




The two major families of market scenarios, common and trunking
networks, are based on distinctly different network types. The common net-
work is characterized by services with limited geographic coverage due to
the lack of extensive terrestrial distribution facilities.
The trunking or public network, on the other hand, will employ
extensive distribution of traffic terrestrially on the type of facilities
available only to a "Bell"-type network.
3.1
	 Common (Specialized Carrier) 30/20 GHz Network Market Models
Specialized common carriers do not have extensive
terrestrial distribution systems augmenting a satellite network. These
carriers must use a network approach which strategically locates a number
of earth stations close to the major areas of market demand. Terrestrial
distribution must be limited for economic reasons, linking subordinate
areas of market demand within 50 miles. The terrestrial extensions are
required to create the "critical mass" of market demand necessary for a
viable network. Areas of market demand may include multiple corporate
users, joint (shared) user groups and dedicated users. Earth stations may
be equipped with small, medium or large antennas depending on the type and
quantity of traffic projected to be handled.
A series of market models for this network approach were in..
vestigated. The associated net accessible market demand for three
distinct network sizes was developed: the market for the minimum number of
earth stations representing something near the smallest viahle network; a
number of terminal locations representing the most efficient size, and, a
larger number of earth terminals representing the upper limits of marginal
utility of the 30/20 GHz system.
Each earth station location serves the local Standard Metro-
politan Statistical Area (SMSA), plus terrestrial extension to all
neighboring SMSA's of a minimum threshold market size. The number of earth
station locations within a given network also provides insight into the
point of diminishing return where the incremental traffic is insufficient
to support an additional earth station.
The effect of user and operating requirements were included in
the determination of the net addressable satellite markets developed in
Phase I; however, these characteristics were reevaluated when determining
the net accessible markets for the two discrete satellite carrier markets.
Common networks normally seek to attract different market segments than
trunking networks, therefore it was necessary to develop a new mixture of
service traffic comprising each network.
The market addressable to 30/20 GHz systems was assessed by
examining the price relationship between Ku-band and 30/20 GHz satellite
systems. It was appropriate that at least three variations in price be
analyzed. A price above that charged for comparable Ku-band systems will
not yield practical results and was not considered. The three choices for
pricing were: equal to Ku-band service; 20 percent less than Ku -band
services; and, 40 percent less. These service costs are in relative terms-
no actual costing of systems were a part of this task. Ku-band service
costs were developed via construction of a parametric satellite facility
cost model, discussed in Section 5.2. Market issues not specifically
included were: market inertia, the effect on market demand caused by slow
user acceptance in the marketplace; and, the competitive marketplace in-
fluences.
The selection of three pricing variations required each of the
previous three network size scenarios to be further subdivided. The common
network scenario thus contains nine subscenarios, each yielding a separate
projection of the net accessible market demand. The flow of network sizing
analysis and identification of the 30/20 GHz net accessible market is shown
in Figure 1.
3.2	 Trunking (Public Carrier) 30/20 GHz Network Market Models
A "Bell"-type system requirement may influence a decision to
offer 30/20 GHz satellite systems transmission as an adjunct to the ter-
restrial distribution system as well as timing of implementation. This
possibility was evaluated through the creation of a scenario family with
appropriate subscenarios.
The trunking network would require a limited number of high
volume earth station locations serving large geographical areas. Two
market coverage models for the trunking approach were investigated. The
first is based on ten earth station locations, the second on 20 locations.
Market coverage for each model was calculated through use of computer-
based optimization algorithms. The choice of two market coverage models
introduced two permutations into this basic scenario. Each permutation
required separate analysis and estimates of market demand.
Market assumptions and constraints included in the trunking net-
work addressable market are similar to those developed for th-3 common
network. Analysis of the 30/2C GHz addressable market was somewhat dif-
ferent for the trunking network scenario due to the types of traffic
expected to be carried. Each of the three or four major service categories
now offered on the nationwide telephone system were analyzed to determine
the quantities of traffic likely to be implemented on a 30/20 GHz system.
The categories include business and residential MTS and private line ser-
vice.
Market demand projections for all eleven scenarios are expressed
in the appropriate service units (i.e., channels, transponders and bits





























There are a limited number of prime orbital slots for domestic
satellites that serve the voice, data and video needs of business, government
and private users. Congestion of the orbital arc will restrict the future
entry of new major carriers into the satellite transmission market. The
saturation of available C and 'Ku-band capacity will promote the use of new,
higher frequency satellite systems in the 30/20 GHz spectrum.
	 A 30/20 GHz
system has less restrictive orbital spacing requirements than C and Kip-band
systems, and will help towards satisfying the demand for wideband and
specialized transmission services.
The first domestic communications satellite systems were designed
in the early 1970's to satisfy the needs of private line data users, as the
primary market, and video/audio broadcasters, as a secondary market. At
the end of the 1970's, satellite carriers began to establish dominance in
several of the existing market segments based on marketing skills and
strategies rather than the technical characteristics of their satellite
system. Two of the best examples of market niche concentration and domination
are RCA Americom in the CATV market, and American Satellite Corporation in
both the government and commercial wideband data markets.
Opportunity exists for satellite carriers to expand into new market
segments with high growth potential. Competitors will position themselves
to capitalize on their marketing strengths. Each carrier will concentrate
its efforts towards one, perhaps two, market segments only. Existing carriers
have already begun to implement this strategy. New carriers will establish
themselves in markets without a dominant competitor (e.g. Electronic Mail
and Message Systems). To illustrate this point, Table 1 depicts the
competitive market structure in the late 1970's ano the probable scenario for
the 1980's.
There are four primary market segments, from a satellite trans-
mission point of view, that exist today: commercial private line,
government private line, message toll service (MTS), and video/audio
broadcasting. Electronic mail and message systems (EMMS) and teleconferencing
will be added to this list in the 1980's. A seventh category, specialized
applications, will include a variety of services most with low volume trans-
mission requirements.
Competitive Satellite Service Market
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The two service categories with high growth potential between 1980
and 2000 are data and teleconferencing. Data services include the subcategories
data transmission, EMMS, and EFTS/POS. Market demand for total data services
will increase twentyfold between 1980 and 2000. The demand for transponder
space to satisfy teleconferencing applications will also increase significantly;
tenfold over the same time period. Each of the four service categories may
require a satellite system dedicated to satisfying market demand for the
service. Available satellite capacity for each service may constrain the
market demand. Latent market demand for high speed digital data transmission
and teleconferencing can be partly Attributed to the inadequate transmission
facilities now in existence. Specially designed satellite systems may solve
this problem.
There are several services not now available, but that are expected
to emerge in the late 1980's, that may require specialized satellite system
designs. Examples of such services include remote monitoring systems for
flood, fire and environmental control, remote ano mobile emergency medical
communications, and transportable earth stations systems to provide emergency
communications channels during times of catastrophe. Each of these services are
likely to utilize portable or small aperture earth station antennas and
high power satellite systems.
These service markets may not be large enough to attract the
attention of major satellite carriers. Small specialized carriers would
be able to enter a highly competitive market by providing these neglected
transmission services. Other service categories ghat offer opportunity
to specialized carriers are land mobile radio communications, secure voice,
and bulk mail volume transfer for the US?S. Satellite systems dedicated to these
services could be specially designed to satisfy the unique transmission
requirements.
Satellite systems dedicated to a limited range of service capa-
bilities, and carriers specializing in one or two market segments, may best
serve the customer's needs. Desigr•ing a single dedicated system, with 4
high degree of complexity is more economical than installing many high cost
earth stations with complexity built into the ground segment. When market
demand for a new satellite transmission service is sufficient it may be easier
to design and develop a new system rather than attempt to adapt an existing





	 Timing of 30/20 GHz Satellite Systems
The time frame for the introduction of higher frequency satel-
lite systems will be heavily influenced by a number of different factors.
Among these factors are technology developments, service costs, com-
petition, regulation, orbital slot availability and the overall growth in
the nation's economy. Some of these factors are addressed below in further
detail.
The technology needs of a first generation 30/20 GHz system have
been identified in a preliminary manner by two systems contractors.
Development of multiple spot beam antennas, variable powered spacecraft
amplifiers, large data handlin g capacities and low cost earth terminals
are some of the technologies which system users must overcome. Thus, the
speed of `ethnological developments for 30/20 GHz systems will play an
importar
 role in the timing of its implementation. The use of these new
technologies in actual satellite systems will help to reduce satellite
service costs.
Likewise, market factors will influence the use of 30/20 GHz
satellite systems. Market saturation of the already large capacities for C
and Ku-band satellites may occur much later than anticipated. Right now
the primary marketing advantage satellite delivery has over terrestria3
delivery, is lower service cost. The success of planned direct-to-user
systems will detemine the future demand and the rate of growth for high
capacity wideband satellite systems.
Both competition and reguation have ways of influencing the
timing of the introduction of new satellite systems. Bell Laboratories has
reported research on scanning spot beam satellites and both AT&T and GTE
have conducted operating tests at 18 and 28 GHz frequencies. Other com-
peting satellite carriers may also be thinking about their third genera-
tion of domestic satellites.
The results of the WARC '79 conference may establish new regu-
lacions for the use of higher frequencies. Nations are attempting to
reserve parking space in-orbit for future national communications satel-
lites. The United States may find itself, by the mid 1980's with few
orbital slots to place additional satellites for optimum communication.
Changes in the minimum number of degrees of orbiting satellite spacing will
affect the availability of desirable slots.
Other competing approaches to 30/20 GHz satellites may influence
the timing, and perhaps even the eventual introduction of satellite
systems.
	
A new generation of satellites which may be used during the
1990's will provide area coverage by a large number of spot beams operating
in several frequencies. Multiple frequency reuse on spot beams could lead
to satellites with usable capacities equivalent to 300 present-day 36 MHz
transponders.
	 Others foresee the 1980's as a period of transition in
satellite communications. The benefits of large capacity systems may
result in the employment of large geostationary platforms by the 1990's with
multiple carriers sharing its use.
Predictions for much higher fuel costs will add to the demand for
all types of communications systems, at the expense of personal travel.
10
Rising real growth in the U.S. Gross National Product will create the
economic environment necessary to support advanced satellite systems.
Thus, there are many factors which will influence the timing of
the use of 30/20 GHz systems. The most likely timing for its introduction
would be in the 1992-1995 timeframe, but this could vary if some of the




The use of various computer models and operations research tech-
niques permitted the evaluation of a number of alternative traffic models
for each of the eleven market scenarios. The Market Distribution Model
(MDM) was also used to analyze the various network parameters and to
develop specific market values for eleven different network sizes. Market
value represents a relative measure of communications traffic between all
275 SMSA's. This model was updated and enhanced to enable the projection
of market values for the years 1990 and 2000.
5.1	 Market Distribution Model (MDM)
Several new traffic indicator data bases were added to the MOM
for this study.	 These included Population Forecasts, Effective Buying
Income forecasts, and Equipment Shipment Values. 	 Equipment Shipment
Values are a Commerce Department indicator of manufacturing production
within an SMSA. These data bases and several others were used after
relative weightings, to determine the market values of the 275 SMSA's in
the Model. A trend projection technique was employed to extend several
data bases through the years 1990 and 2000. This served to influence the
relative importance of all SMSA's over time. However, it should be recog-
nized that several other data bases remained unchanged during the time
forecast period. This is due to the static nature of the distribution of
the data bases through time. The Market Distribution Model (MOM) provided
a complete traffic distribution between all of the 275 SMSA's. This was
accomplished by combining weiqhted static and dynamic flow data bases. The
static data bases are converted to a dynamic flow by an algorithm employing
a distance sensitivity measure. For an overview of this procedure, see
Figure 2. The same process was used for both a common network market
distribution and a trunking network market distribution.
5.2	 Parametric Crossover Distance Model
For the specialized carrier network scenarios, the Parametric
Crossover Distance Model developed in Task 5 was revised to reflect the
different mixture of services and to facilitate the separation of
terrestrial and satellite traffic. The crossover mileage distance it
produced determined the distance at which the satellite pricing has a 20%
advantage over the corresponding terrestrial service pricing.
Crossover distances were combined in a weighted form for both
key years involved and the changing service mix of traffic. Variations to
this mileage distance criteria, where satellite  service was equal to Ku-

































Four kinds of traffic were considered in the specialized carrier
network crossover distance model. Figure 3 shows the alternative combina-
tions of traffic. The four traffic alternatives are known as satellite
inter-station traffic, intra-cellular traffic, terrestrial inter -SMSA
traffic and satellite inter -SMSA
 traffic. In the exampe, it is assumed
that the distance between the two earth stations A and Al is greater than
the minimum crossover mileage. The circles surrounding the earth station
locations represent the maximum SMSA hubbing distance (radius) of 50
miles. The satellite inter-station traffic between A and A is included in
the network market values.
The SMSA marked as "B" is subordinated to the earth station "A"
because it falls within the hubbing distance (50 miles) and its traffic
called intra-cellular, is carried terrestrially.
A third type of traffic is between two subordinated SMSA's with-
in different earth station cells. Traffic between "B" and "C" is con-
sidered to be terrestrial inter -SMSA if either: the distance between the
two points is less than 100 miles or the distance between these points is,
less than the mileage crossover advantage of satellite vs. terrestrial.
Traffic between two subordinated SMSA's such as "B" to "D",
which are greater than 100 miles apart is called satellite inter -SMSA and
its market value is included in the satelite traffic model.
5.3	 Market Optimization Model
The market optimization method is a new technique developed with
the objective of attaining the maximum market value by means of exclusion
of the least amount of common network. This Means that in any network of
"N" earth station locations, a process of reduction (contraction) occurs
whereby the station with the least incremental market value is eliminated
until the desired threshold value for the total remaining coverage is
achieved.
By subordinating SMSA's to their closest earth station locations
within its area of coverage, the market optimization insured an optimal
earth station network. In addition, it provided networks which met eco-
nomic cross-over criteria for the common network scenarios.
The satellite market value of all locations are interrelated
since half of the market value resides in the termination of traffic in
another earth station or in a subordinate SMSA. The market optimization
method is based on the fact that the earth station excluded at any points
the earth station which exclusively serves the smallest market value. The
graph of the incremental market values per location versus the number of
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Through the development of minimum traffic thresholds for
each earth station network model, the determination of the various
network sizes were made. These criteria of minimum traffic levels
for common networks'are'discussed in Section 6.
It was determined from the BDP. for instance, that with a
total of 164 earth station locations 11 275 SMSA's could be served
by a common or specialized carrier network. However, it is neither
necessary nor economically viable to place 30120 GHz earth stations at
all 164 locations.
Additional computer modelling was also utilized to develop
the most important '10 and 20 trunking earth station locations. Through
careful geographic analysis of major hubbing locations, a ranking of the
most suitable locations for trunking earth stations was developed.
The use of computer modelling also enabled the translation of
the cumulative market value of a certain network scenario into a traffic
forecast of potential service demand by network scenario type.
The results of these computer modelling efforts to analyze
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SECTION 6
COMMON NETWORK 30/20 GHz MARKET MODEL
	
6.1	 Network Definition
A common network is generally provided by specialized common
carriers using a networking approach which strategically locates a
number of earth stations close to major markets. Lacking an extensive
terrestrial distribution system, careful placement of earth stations
to maximize market is vital.
For economic reasons, 'inking of subordinate market areas
within a limited mileage radius must also be carefully analyzed. The
terrestrial extensions which provide interconnection is required to
create the critical threshold of market demand to justify serving any
one location. Traffic distribution requirements will also require the
lease of local loops to interconnect the earth station to the user's
premises. Market demand within this type network will come from multiple
corporate users, joint or shared facility users and individual, large
dedicated users. These types of users may require direct transmission
to their on-premises 30/20 GHz earth stations.
There are likely to be variations in user demand for trans-
mission quality levels as well as delivery time in common networks. Tele-
conferencing users, for example, will require point-to-point real-time
transmission; electronic messages, on the other hand, may be delayed
several hours before completing delivery. By far, the most common type
of traffic on 30/20 GHz networks will be private line voice and data.
One final characteristic of common networks is that the earth
station size and capacity will vary significantly depending on the market
to be served. Obviously, the earth station serving Los Angeles will have
a vastly greater capacity than the one serving Cincinnati. The flexibility




A total of nine network scenarios were examined for the common
network market models. First, it was appropriate to select models re-
presenting three distinctive network sizes. These are minimum, most
efficient and maximum network size. These network scenarios were selected




The least number of earth stations represents the smallest net-
work which could attain economic viability. This network is characterized
by large earth stations serving a relatively small number of the 275
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's).
The largest number of earth stations identifies the broadest
market coverage with the smallest earth station while still achieving the
minimum market and economic criteria.
In between these two network models is a most efficient number
of earth stations. This network size examines the effects of other
carrier's competition to determine the smallest incremental location which
meets minimum market and economic thresholds.
It was determined from both previous market analysis and a re-
view of local access tariffs that terrestrial extension coverage could
viably extend to all neighboring SMSA's within 50 airline miles of the
earth station location. Where a particular neighboring SMSA was of a
significant market size, this hubbing criteria was extended an additional
15 miles.
One of the most important considerations in the segregation of
net accessible 30/20 GHz market is the pricing relationship between Ku-
band and 30/20 GHz satellite systems. Therefore, three price variations
were analyzed for their price/demand relationships. The three pricing
alternatives are:
. Equal to Ku-band service
. 20 percent less than Ku-band service
. 40 percent less than Ku-band service
The effects of these pricing alternatives have been reevaluated
solely in relative terms - no actual costing of 30/20 GHz systems has been
done. The effects on market demand of service price variations is calcu-
lated through the parametric network cost model and its associated distance
crossovers. This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.4.
The choice of three pricing variations for each of the three
network scenarios caused a total of nine subscenarios to be created.
The common network scenario thus contains nine subscenarios, each yielding
a variation in the net accessible market demand.
19
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6.3	 Methodology and Approach
6.3.1	 Approach
Development of the common network net accessible market involved
a series of steps to generate the appropriate market sizing. The essential
steps are shown in Figure 5 and indicate that the product of these efforts
is the network market values. The market value represents a relative
measure of communications traffic between all SMSA's.
The Market Distribution Model was used to establish a market
profile for the specialized carrier market. A revised parametric network
cost model was developed to reflect the competitive service pricing of a
specialized carrier network. The application of mileage crossover dis-
tances resulting from the cost model yielded the satellite accessible
market. The establishment of a common network terrestrial hubbing cri-
teria indicated the market scope.
Sizing of the three distinct networks was accomplished through
consideration of dynamic programming analysis, market value threshold cri-
teria and adjustment for competition within geographic areas. The nine
separate traffic forecasts, expressed in terms of cumulative network mar-
ket values, were generated as a result of the market scenario service
pricing and network sizing assumptions.
6.3.2	 Market Development Methodology
The profile of the common network is based on the scenarios
discussed in Section 6.2. There were four assumptions for the common
network profile:
• Cost effective routes which met the minimum economic cross-
over distance threshold in comparison with terrestrial routes
• Earth stations were located at the largest (ranked by market
value) SMSA's. The market value reflects the communications
traffic distribution between a set of SMSA routes and is
expressed in percentage form
• Earth station coverage extended to a 50-65 rile radius of
coverage
• Subordinate SMSA's were linked to principal earth station lo-
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A parametric network cost model was developed for the specialized
carrier network. The cost model produced the minimum crossover distances
for each of the three pricing variations where satellite service is cost
effective in comparison with terrestrial service. Only those SMSA route
pairs which met the minimum distance criteria were included in the accessible
market.
Rather than locating an earth station in a small SMSA which had
two or more larger SMSA's surrounding it, the market profile assumed that
earth stations would only be in principal SMSA's. Therefore, the earth
station SMSA could not have a single subordinated SMSA which had a greater
market value.
6.3.3	 Market Distribution Model
The Market Distribution Model (MDM) contains a series of data-
bases which reflect the relative demand for communication services by SMSA
and route. Its geographic coverage includes 275 SMSA's in the contiguous
U.S, and contains over 72% of the U.S. population and 37,675 possible route
combination. It represent the entire market universe for this study.
The MOM was updated by the addition of more current information
for existing databases and three new databases: population, forecasts for
1980, 1990 and 2000, effective buying income by location for the same
three periods and equipment shipment values for 1978-79.
Six principal databases were used in the MDM to reflect the
common network market profile. They were weighted individually and com-






- Effecti 1e i!uying Income
The total demand represented by the MDM database indicators
represents values for both terrestrial and satellite traffic. These market
values were "normalized" to reflect only the satellite portion. That is,
if the satellite demand represented 40% of the total, that 40% was adjusted
to reflect 100% market distribution for the 30/20 GHz satellite market.
Once completed, the MOM was ready for consideration of the




6.3.4	 Parametric Network Cost Model
A Parametric Cost Model was developed originally in Task 5 of the
first phase of this study. In that study, a satellite system cost model
for both C and Ku-band was constructed. However, that model did not
reflect either the earth station network size or service distribution of a
specialized carrier network. To account for these changes, revisions were
made to the original model for end-to-end Ku-band service costs. The
revisions were:
. The number of earth stations were increased from 10 to 40
Average earth station utilization rate increased from 6U% to
80%
A greater proportion of medium and high speed (9.6 and 56
Kbps) data channels over voice services.
As a result of these model revisions, the service channel cost
for the Ku-band TDMA satellite network was reduced for years 1990 and 2000.
A 20% premium was added to these basic service costs to provide the
necessary for conversion from terrestrial to satellite trans-
mission. A sample output for year 2000 of the Parametric Cost Model is
shown in Table 2.
By weighting the model's crossover distances by the traffic dis-
tribution of each of the four services (voice, low, medium and high speed
data) and average crossover distance for Ku-band (equal to 30/20 GHz)
service in 1990 and 2000 was developed. The combined average crossover
distance of the two key time periods in the base price case was 3017 miles.
The Parametric Cost Model also produced crossover mileanes for
reduction in price from Ku-band service. As a result, in each case, the
average crossover distances for 1991/2000 were lowered. Comparison of the
three satellite circuit costs and crossover distances derived from the
specialized carrier network cost mode` is displayed in Tables 3 and 3A.
30/20 GHz Parametric Cost Model











*Shown as example in Table 2.
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Equal to Ku-Band	 $6400	 $8200
20% Less Than Ku-Band	 5100	 6500
40% Less Than Ku-Band 	 3800	 4900
Table 3A
As the incremental market value became progressively smaller
until the last earth station location is included, it was necessary to
identify the threshold where the incremental market value of adding N+1
earth stations could not be economically justified.
A specialized carrier earth station site cost model was
developed to serve this purpose. The operative premise was that the
incremental revenue/traffic accessible by any principal SMSA had to he
sufficiently large to cover the annual cost of capital and operations of a
30120 GHz earth station in that SMSA. Market penetration of that incre-
mental traffic was not a factor at this point.
For the earth station site model, cost data was derived from the
Hughes Aircraft Co. "18/30 GHz Satellite Communication System Study" of
June 7, 1979. The direct to user, FUMA multi-beam network model was
selected because it seemed to represent the clnsest available model for a
common network-type earth station. The FOMA model was also used because it
appeared to be more efficient for supporting a multi-beam interconnected
network, especially voice traffic, and its cost was higher, so that a more
conservative cost model would be used.
The minimum traffic requirement for each earth station location
was derived from the following model elements shown in Table 4:
- Annual earth station cost ($873,000)
- Weighted average bandwidth per circuit (2 Mbps)
- Average annual revenue per circuit ($103,500)
The annual cost of an earth station was divided by the average
circuit revenues to determine the minimum number of circuits which must be
sold to justify the expense. The resultant 8.5 circuits when multiplied by
2 Mbps, as adjusted by a market inertia factor of 1.25, produces a minimum
market demand of 21 Mbps for each earth station location. The market
inertia factor, which was first mentioned in the Phase I study, acknowledges
that regardless of price, service or coverage only some of the customers in
ary locations will ever switch from terrestrial service.
The final step in determining the minimum incremental SMSA
traffic size involved transforming the minimum traffic size in Mbps to a
market value or percent of the accessible market to be served. This was
done by dividing the minimum traffic size of 21 Mbps by the overall net
addressable 30120 GHz market demand.	 Section 8.2 discusses how the net










FDMA Earth Station Installed Cost
	
2167*









Total Annual Cost/E.S.	 873
Revenue Development
Service
Voice/Data - 64 Kbps
High Speed Data - 1.544 Mbps
Video - 6.3 Mbps
Average Bandwidth















Annual Cost/E.S.	 $873	 8.5 circuits
Average Revenue/Circuit	 _103
Therefore, 8.5 circuits @ 2 Mbps/circuit x 1.25 =
21 Mbps minimum market demand/earth station location
*Hughes Aircraft Final NASA Study Report, June 7, 1979
Table 4
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The application of the average crossover distances to the total
addressable 30/20 GHz satellite market is instrumental in determining
the accessible market for the three pricing scenarios.
6.3.5
	 Network Sizing Criteria
The previously outlined market analysis determined the total
addressable market for 30/20 GHz satellite systems. At this point it was
necessary to select the geographic coverage provided by the three earth
station network sizes and develop the corresponding market values.
As previously discussed, three network sizes were to be identified
for the specialized carrier or common network: minimum, most efficient
and maximum. Each network size represent a 30120 GHz system consisting of
earth stations located in principal SMSA's and a number of subordinated
SMSA's within a 50-65 mile radius.
6.3.5.1	 Minimum Earth Station Network
The minimum network size is defined as the smallest viable network
based on geographical market coverage. From other common carrier experience
it has become clear that a network serving only a few markets and offering
limited market coverage could not remain viable. In the early years of the
specialized microwave carriers, for example, it took time for them to expand
their network coverage to sufficient geographical coverage to attract new
customers. Large communications users have a need to communicate to most of
the principal U.S. cities and normally will seek a competitively priced
carrier which offers service to these largest 15-20 metropolitan areas.
From marketing experience, it was determined that the minimum
required market coverage is 30% of the total accessible market. At a 30%
coverage level almost all of the principal centers of business activity
will be served. Accordingly, an analysis was conducted to determine the
total number of SMSA market values necessary to generate a 30% market
coverage. Results of that analysis are shown in Section 6.4.
6.3.5.2	 Maximum Network Size
Determination of the maximum or largest earth station network
involved consideration of economic trade-offs. The dynamic programming
techniques discussed in Section 5 (Computer Modelling) provided the
foundation for the network sizing analysis. The computer modelling
determined that with a total of 164 earth station SMSA's and the remaining
111 SMSA's subordinated to the 164 largest locations, 100% of the
accessible market could be served.
I
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The minimum market value threshold for each additional SMSA
is shown with the three price alternatives.
Service Price	 Minimum Market Value/Earth Station Location
. Equal to Ku-Band	 .11%
. 20% Below Ku-Band	 .10%
. 40% Below Ku-Band	 .10%
The dynamic programming model which develo ped the incremental
market values for the 164 earth station SMSA's indicated how far it was
possible to go into the ranking before the minimum incremental market
value per SMSA was no longer achieved. At that point where the last
incremental SMSA added a duplex market value equal to the network minimum
market value, the earth station network size was defined for all three
pricing variations. These results are displayed in Section 6.4.
6.3.5.3	 Most Efficient Network Size
The earth station network which represents the most efficient
size is the number of stations where each one incrementally generates
sufficient traffic to economically justify it within a competitive carrier
environment. An important element in this analysis was to attempt to
define the extent of the competition in the 1990-2000 time period for
30/20 GHz markets.
A competitive market scenario was created in which as many as
four specialized carriers will be operating 30/20 GHz satellite networks.
It is foreseen that the need for greater capacity and the availability of
this higher frequency spectrum may attract four major specialized carrier
competitors.
A further effort is to define the relative market shares of each
of these competitors for 30/20 GHz traffic. In the absence of any perceived
clear-cut advantage one carrier may have over the others, it was decided
that their respective market shares would be divided equally in fourths or
25% of the accessible market traffic in all locations served.
Thus, given a market environment, where, due to competition,
only 25% of the accessible market was available to one specialized carrier




For the maximum network scenario, the minimum traffic level per
location was converted into minimum market value per end location required
to economically justify locating a 30/20 GHz common earth station in a SMSA.
The most efficient network sizing minimum market value criteria was developed
with the assumption that only one-fourth of the SMSA's accessible traffic
would be available to justify locating the 30/20 GHz earth station. Therefore,




Minimum Market Value/Earth Station Location
. Equal to Ku-Band	 .44%
. 20% Below Ku-Band	 .42%
. 40% Below Ku-Band	 .40%
An analysis of the dynamic programming model of the 164 SMSA earth stations
indicated the point at which the incremental market value of each SMSA
could justify locating a 30/20 GHz earth station. At that number of earth
stations, which was different for each of the three pricing alternatives,
the smallest earth station would still have sufficient accessible market
traffic to support it in a competitive market environment. The results of
this scenario analysis are displayed in Section 6.4.
6.4	 Network Analysis Results
As a result of the previously outlined methodology, nine earth
station network scenario sizes were developed. fach network covers a
varying number of earth station locations and subordinated SMSA's repre-
senting different geographical area coverage. The market coverage
represented by these common networks is expressed in terms of the
proportion of the served accessible market. The market coverage also
represents the satellite communications activity in the SMSA's being served
by the common network earth stations. The 30/20 GHz market forecasts by
service and peak load can be found in Section 8.
6.4.1	 Minimum Network Size
The minimum number of terminals for the smallest viable network
was developed for the three service price alternatives to Ku-band.
A thorough analysis of the economics of operating a communications
network combined with the number of major market demand centers in the U.S.,
indicate that about 30% of the accessible market represents the minimum
viable coverage.
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A satellite network must serve this minimum portion of the market to attract
a sufficient number of customers and subsequent traffic load to its network.
The Market Distribution Model criteria for the minimum network size
were set at identifying the number of SMSA's and subordinate locations within
a 50 mile radius of the earth station which will cumulatively represent a 30%
market value. The resulting analysis indicates that all three price
variations a total of 16 earth station locations representing 52 SMSA's will
yield a market value approximating 30%.
Figure 6 is a map of the U.S. which identifies the sixteen 30/20 GHz
earth station selected locations. The Appendix contains the computer analysis
for the minimum network model by principal and subordinate SMSA and their
associated market values.
While the number of locations and the SMSA's are identical for
all three crossover distances, there are two differences among the three
networks. First, the SMSA order of ranking and individual market values
change with the reduction in the crossover distance. For example, Houston
is the 5th ranked earth station SMSA where the service price is equal to
Ku-band (397 mile crossover) it dropped to 9th place when the service price
is 20% below Ku-band (236 mile crossover). In effect, as the crossover
mileage shrinks with service price reductions, the SMSA's in the densely
packed Eastern Corridor increase in market value.
The second difference is a slight change in the cumulative market
values of the 16 SMSA's (plus subordinates) between 1990 and 2000. Table 5
summarizes the cumulative market values for the common model variations in










Equal to Ku	 16	 31.07M	 16	 30.88%
20% Below Ku	 16	 31.30%	 16	 31.14%
















































The maximum network size employed a market analysis methodology
which involved creation of an earth station site cost model to determine
the smallest amount of traffic in an SMSA location to economically Justify
placement of a specialized carrier earth station. The smallest market
values were also developed and displayed in Table 4.
Using the previously developed computer-based market model. the threshold
point in the SMSA ranking was determined. The smallest market value for
the last principal SMSA location was about .11% for each of the three service
price variations. This represented a different number of earth stations,
total SMSA's served and cumulative market value as shown in Tables 6 and 7.
The apparent trend in these results is that as the service price and
satellite crossover distances decline, the number of viable earth station
locations and cumulative market value served increases. Thus, at a service
price 40% below Ku-band, more than 82% of the market can be served, with the





No. Of	 No. Of
Earth Stations	 Total SMSA's
Cumulative
Market Value
Equal to Ku 80 174 60.30%
20% Below Ku 89 189 73.04%













	 82	 180	 60.68%
20% Below Ku
	 90	 191	 73.16%
40% Below Ku	 99	 2n3	 83.15%
Table 7
The individual names of the earth station locations are too numerous
to display on a map but can be found along ith their subordinated SMSA's and
market values in the Appendix. The ranked order is based on the dotal market
value of the principal SMSA plus all of its subordinates located within a
50+ mile radius for hubbing purposes.
6.4.3	 Most Efficient Network
The most efficient common network has been defined as one in which
the smallest incremental SMSA generates sufficient communications traffic
within a competitive carrier environment. In the selected competitive market
scenario for the 30/20 GNz satellite market four carriers will be vying for
an equal share of each principal SMSA. Therefo:-e, the minimal amount of
traffic per location will have to be four times larger than in the maximum
network model. This roughly translates into a minimum market value for any
SMSA of .44% of the accessible market.
A similar market analysis of the previously discussed market model
yielded different numbers of SMSA ' s^ each of which overcame the minimal traffic
hurdle. Assuming each specialized carrier obtained an approximately equal
market share of all served SMSA's, the number of earth stations contained in
the most efficient common network will ran ge from 28 to 36, depending on the
service price alternative. These market value results for 1990 and 2000 are
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displayed in Tables 8 and 9. The earth station locations are shown in Figure 7.
Common Network Mw-del
Most Efficient Network Size
Year 1990
No. Of No. Of Cumulative
Earth Stations SMSA's Market Values
Service Price
Equal to Ku 28 95 35.46%
20% Below Ku 34 105 46.97%
40% Below Ku 36 113 53.47%
Table 8
Common Network Model
Most Efficient Network Size
Year 2000
No. Of No. Of Cumulative
Earth Stations SMSA's Market Values
Service Drice
Equal to Ku 28 95 35.38%
20% Below Ku 34 105 46.86%











































TRUNKING NETWORK 30/20 GHz MARKET MODEL
	
7.1	 Network Definition
A public carrier or satellite trunking network can be characterized
as a system composed of a limited number of high volume earth stations serving
as an adjunct to an extensive terrestrial system. Such a satellite system
could be used by a Bell-type carrier to off-load terrestrial facilities, carry
high volume or wideband traffic or provide other services best suited for such
a system (e.g. Broadcast, Audio and Video).
The public carrier netwo O earth stations will have large traffic
capacities, higher cost and location:: only in the highest traffic volume areas.
The existence of extensive inter-SMSA terrestrial facilities will
permit terrestrial extensions to a greater radius than was economically
feasible for the specialized carrier, which owned none of these facilities.
The public carrier will have message toll service as its largest
proportion of nationwide traffic.
	
7.2	 Methodology and Approach
1wo market coverage models for the 30/20 GHz trunking network
approach were analyzed. The first market model contained 10 earth station
locations, the second contained 20 locations. Calculations of the respective
market coverages and net accessible markets for each model were made, taking
into account the terrestrial extensions necessary to reach the maximum market.
Variations in service price were not considered because a public carrier's
justification for use of a 30/20 GHz satellite system may have little to do
with service price. For a public carrier, the use of a high capacity satellite
system may be based on it providing network backup, the more efficient handling
o` specialized service, or competitive necessity.
The two key market parameters for the trunking network are the
optimal selection; of the SMSA earth station locations and the hubbing
oistance determination.
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The Market Distributinn Model was used for the earth station
location selection and to rank the terminatinv traffic values for all 275
SMSA's in years 1990 and 2000. The numerical descending order for the




- TWX Billing Messages
- Manufacturing Shipments
A selection of the first ten and second ten most important
locations was based upon a minimum of 235 mile separation between all earth
station SMSA's. This distance factor represented two times the subordinate
SMSA hubbing mileage (118 miles) and also permits separation of satellite
beams if required. This criteria resulted in Philadelphia traffic (rubbed
to New York and San Diego traffic hubbed to Los Angeles.
The crossover distance for 30/20 GHz satellite trunking traffic
was based on a simplified economic model. All trunking network traffic was
assumed to be grouped in T-1 (1.544 Mbps) wideband channels. A comparison
was made of the current satellite rate for a T-1 channel versus the pro-
jected year 2000 terrestrial T-1 rate. The economic rr*del was developed to
yield the maximum mileage distance where terrestrial hubbing would be more
economically attractive than satellite interconnection. That distance was
found to be 118 miles and is based on the data shown in Table 10.
Trunking Network Cost Model
Annual rate per 30/20 GHz T-1 channel
	
$96,000 *





Crossover Distance:	 $96,000 - $24,000 . 118 miles
-` $612/mile	 —
Table lu
*Estimated T-1 30/20 GHz based on a parametric cost model prepared previously
for NASA-LRC.
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The 118 mile cost crossover represents the internal cost with
appropriate incentive for a public carrier to divert suitable terrestrial
traffic to more cos`. effective satellite facilities. Therefore, in most
cases, any SMSA within a 0-117 mile distance of an earth station location
will be hubbed terrestrially to that station. An SMSA market value thres-
hold was developed so that any SMSA with a higher market value Which is
within a 118-165 mile radius would be included in the value for the earth
stat+on SMSA. The market value threshold was based on a minimum market
size which warranted extension to an outer limit of 165 miles. This
threshold was established at a 0.1% market value which was determined on
the basis of market judgement of traffic thresholds.
Through this selection process of optimum locations for 10 and
20 trunking earth stations, along with extending coverage to the subordi-
nate SMSA's, two carrier network models were created for years 1990 and
2000. The &'gest market value coverage of the accessible 30/20 GHz
market was ob%.ined for these network sizes as a result. The market sizing
process for the pub+ic carrier network is shown in Figure 8.
7.3	 Network Analysis Results
Two trunking earth station network models were created as a
result of the previous methodology. The market coverage of these networks
is expressed in terms of the proportion of the served accessible market.
The market values also represent the satellite communications activity
being served by the trunking network earth stations. The 30/20 GHz market
forecasts by service and peak traffic load is presented in Section 8.
7.3.1	 Ten Earth Station Network
The ten earth station locations selected for the trunking network
are displayed in Figure 9. These locations, representing the optimum
market coverage, are:
1. New York 6. San Francisco
2. Los Angeles 7. Boston
3. Chicago 8. Cincinnati
4. Detroit 9. Atlanta
























The 10 locations plus their subordinate SMSA's would provide
market coverage for more than 34% of the accessible market. In addition
to the ten principal locations, a total of 117 subordinate SMSA's would
be interconnected to the trunking network. The market values for both
1990 and 2000, produced as a print-out from the Market Distribution
Model, are in the Appendix.
7.3.2	 Twenty Earth Station Network
The optimal 20 trunking earth station's approximate geographical
coverages are shown in Figure 10. It was determined that the first
10 stations were identical in both the twenty and ten station model
because of their very large market values. However, the market values
for these top ten locations were greater in the twenty station network
because their universe of communications (19 other stations plus their
subordinate SMSA's) is larger than the ten sa*ion network. For example,
New York and its subordinate SMSA's have a ma ► •ket value of 7.5% in the
ten station model and 9.8% iii the larger model.
The twenty earth station locations selected for the trunking
model are:
1. New York 11. Pittsburgh
2. Los Angeles 12. Dallas
3. Chicago 13. Miami
4. Detroit 14. Tampa
5. Washington, D.C. 15. Minneapolis
6. San Francisco 16. St. Louis
7. Cincinnati 17. Denver
8. Boston 18. Buffalo
9. Atlanta 19. Kansas City
10. Houston 20. Seattle
The 20 locations plus their 148 subordinate SMSA's provide
market coverage of more than 56% of the accessible satellite market.





































NET ACCESSIBLE 30/20 GHz MARKET
8.1	 Market Definition
Development of the Net Accessible Market for 30/20 GHz systems
began with the net addressable market forecast presented in Task 6C and
Appendix G of the Phase I study. That forecast incorporated a number of
factors which rendered the total satellite traffic more suitable for a
30/20 GHz system. Principal among them are operational characteristics
such as weather induced service outages, technical considerations such as
message distribution and economic decisions based on the comparative
prices for all service alternatives.
It was recognized that the type of services likely to be carried
on trunking networks is likely to differ from those carried on common
networks. For example, a high proportion of MTS business and residential
traffic will be carried on a trunk i ng network, whereas the common network may
carry little or none. Therefore, a different mixture of service volumes
was developed for each network.
The existence of an operating 30/20 GHz satellite system was
assumed to have an impact on the market demand for such a system. This
assumption has been validated by earlier satellite systems and services
where demand was stimulated simply by the existence and user awareness of a
new service mode. The effect of implementation and general availability of
30/20 GHz systems during the 1990's was to lower the demand in 1990 and to
increase it in the year 2000.
Application of these factors to the Scenario 2 net addressable
market resulted in the traffic volumes shown in Table 10 for the
specialized carrier and in Table 11 for the public carrier.	 The net
accessible market for each type of network is very close in overall traffic
volume but do exhibit variations in service mix. Conversion of individual
service units to Megabits per second (MBPS) is based on the same criteria
previously specified in Task 6C of the Phase I study.
8.2	 Market Development
Both the specialized and public carrier accessible 30/20 GHz
markets were developed from the same source: the net addressable market
traffic forecast prepared for Task 6C of the Phase I market study. In that
task effort three market scenarios for the 30/20 GHz satellite market were
created. Scenario 2, which assumed a service price equal to Ku-band and a
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Figure 12 shows the final step in development of the 30/20 GHz
net accessible market. This step is the application of the market values
obtained in the network sizing efforts discussed in Section 6 and 7 to the
accessible market demand traffic. The addressable market assumes nation-
wide geographic coverage, whereas the cumulative market values for each
network reflect only the markets actually served by the 30/20 GHz earth
stations and their subordinate SMSA's. By applying the market values,
defined by specific geographic coverage for each of the eleven earth
station networks, the net accessible market forecasts for 1990 and X000
were developed.
8.3	 Specialized Carrier Common Network Market Forecasts
A total of nine network scenarios were developed which dealt
with variations in service price and earth station network size. The
market values discussed in Section 6.4 (Network Analysis Results) were
separately applied to the 30/20 GHz common network addressable market
demand in a similar manner by service. The result was a series of fore-
casts of the 30/20 GHz common network's net accessible service demand.
Service demand has been expressed in the associated service units of
volume: terabits for data services, half circuits for voice services, and
wideband channels for video services.
Analysis of the 30/20 GHz specialized carrier indicates that
voice traffic will be the dominant service for the foreseeable future. The
specialized carrier voice traffic will contain a combination of MTS busi-
ness traffic and switched private line services. These customers would be
more likely to accept reduced quality (higher outages) service at con-
siderably reduced prices. Consequently, voice channels (at 32 Kbps per
half circuit) will tend to dominate the market accessible by common net-
works.
The accessible market forecasts for the nine common networks by
service for year 2000 are shown in Table 12. It shows that the number of
half voice circuits increases dramatically between the minimum network
size (with a 31% market coverage) and the maximum network size (covering
60% of the addressable market). The impact of the service price reduction
from the Ku-band service level is also shown. For the most efficient size
network, a price 20% below Ku-band increases the market size by 50.7%. The
relative proportions of the net accessible market where price is 20% less
than Ku-band for the most efficient market is shown in Figure 13.
Conversion of the individual service units to Mbps was based on
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sults of these conversions can be seen in Table 13 for the service
price equal to Ku-band; Table 14 for price 20% below Ku-band. A summary
comparison of the three common networks market traffic is displayed in
Figure 14.
In Table 13, voice services represent the largest market traf-
fic; 81.7% of total Mbps demand. A comparison of the three network sizes
indicates that the maximum network size, which contains 80 earth stations,
has about twice the net accessible market as the minimum network. This
should be compared with the fact that there are five times the number of
earth stations in the maximum network scenario.
In Table 14, the most efficient network has a net accessible
market in year 2000 which is 50% greater than the minimum network, while
its earth stations number 34, approximately twice as large as the smaller
network. Table 15 indicates that the maximum networks' total deman! is
167% greater than the minimum network while the comparison of the number of
earth stations, 99 versus 16, shows a much higher ratio. This analysis
indicates that a significant fall-off begins to occur after the 20-25
largest markets are covered; incremental earth stations add proportionally
smaller market traffic.
8.4	 Public Carrier Trunking Network Market Forecasts
The net accessible market for the trunking network is heavily
oriented to voice services, especially Message Toll Service. It is also
character i zed as concentrated in large population centers because much of
the traffic is between and among regional centers. There are also more
subordinate SMSA's terrestrially connected to the SMSA's containing earth
stations for satellite transmission.
Traffic forecasts for the trurking network are expressed in two
meatwieb of tratfis volume: specific service units (i.e., terabits, half
circuits, wideoar.d channels), and in peak hour megabits per seconds. The
conversion frctors from service units to Mbps are the same as those used in
Task 5C, Phase I study.
The 10 trunking station market demand is displayed in Table 16
f or the years 1990 and 2000. A large growth in this ter, year ;pan is
projected for the data services market segments, achieving almost a quad-
rupling in size. The voice services accessible market is growing at a
smaller rate of 11% because MTS, while starting from a much larder base, is
projected to grow at an annual rate of 8.5%. The impact of these relative
service proportions is shown in Fiotare 15.
Table 17 displays the 20 trunking station network market pro-
jections by service. Once again, the data services accessible market is
the fastest growing segment. Note also, that the twenty station market is
not twice the size of the ten station market. This happens because the
additional ten earth station locations do not contribute a market value
equal to the first ten largest locations. The total market value for the
ten station model is 34.3%; the 11-20 stations in the twenty earth station
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The conversion of the net accessible market by service to peak
hour megabits per second resulted in Tables 18 and 19. Table 18 compares
the 10 and 20 station networks for year 1990. Table 19 compares the same
two network sizes for year 2000. Figure 16 provides a similar comparison.
The 30/20 GHz net accessible market for trunking networks is projected to
triple between 1990 and year 2000. This is mostly due to the expected
rapid growth in voice and data services. Voice services traffic is pro-
jected to grow at a 12.5% Average Annual Growth Rate, Compounded (AAGR)
while data services traffic is projected to grow even faster, at a 16.5%
AAGR.
As was discussed previously, the total net accessible market of
10.3 Gbps (1990) or 30.9 Gbps (2000) represent a market that could be
accessed by a 30/20 GHz trunking system. The actual traffic carried on
such a system by a public carrier may differ as a result of considerations
other than market accessibility.
59












































































































Several overview statements can be made as a result of performing
this 30/20 GHz satellite market study. These comments are derived both as a
result of performing the research as well as examining the model's traffic
forecast results.
1. The net accessible market, in total, should only be used as a
rough measure of the potential amount of traffic placed on
30/20 GHz satellite systems. A number of non-marketing con-
siderations may affect the actual size of a single satellite
system. These considerations were previously identified in
4.2.
2. Competitive factors may play a large role in the use of
30/20 GHz frequencies and the amount of traffic any single
carrier may have on its network.
3. Future service price for 30/20 GHz satellite services will
have a ma a r impact on market demand. Service price equal
to or higher than Ku-band will delay demand for the higher
frequency services, especially if service quality is lower
than Ku-band.
4. It is interesting that the maximum common network market
(with price equal to Ku-band) is only slightly larger
(33 Mbps vs. 30 burps) than the larger trunking network's
market. This is despite the fact the maximum common network
contains 80 earth stations versus 20 trunking earth stations.
5. Regardless of the market penetration levels achieved by the
common or trunking network carriers, the model's earth station
locations are likely to be those selected by the satellite
carriers. Whether a small network of 10-16 stations or a
large network consisting of 80 stations, the market modelling




The purpose of the Appendix is to provide a level of in-depth
information which is too detailed for the main report. The Appendix
contains two sections, both dealing with computer printouts which were
developed by the two marketing models. The first section contains the
satellite system service cost and crossover distance calculations
derived from the parametric network cost model. The second section
contains the individual network scenario market values for both the common
and trunking network models. References to these reports have been made
in the main study volume.
Section I - Parametric Cost Model Results
A parametric cost model was created for the specialized carrier
network scenarios to account for a larger number of earth stations and
higher operating efficiency than was assumed in the Phase I study parametric
cost model. The specialized carrier satellite cost model contained 40
earth stations which fits well into the size of the most efficient common
network. Crossover distances were determined where terrestrial costs were
20% higher than 30/20 GHz system service costs for three cases: service
price equal to Ku-band, 20% below and 40% below Ku-band.
The results of the service price distance crossover model for
year 2000 were displayed in the main report. The following charts show the
details of the parametric cost model for both years 1990 and 2000 and the
20% and 40% below Ku-band crssover distance comparisons.
It should be noted that while it appears that the total cost fer
each end-to-end channel remains unchanged in the three price variation ca:,es,
internally the model adjusted the end cost to reflect the reduced satellite
rate and the corresponding crossover distance.
Section II - Market Distribution Model Market Values
The Market Distribution Model was used to reflect a set of criteria
established for both the specialized and public carrier networks. These
criteria dealt with mileage distance crossovers and length of hubbing
extensions for terrestrial interconnection to earth station location. The
results were developed in the form of market values, the proportion of the
total market served by the principal or earth station SMSA plus its
subordinate SMSA's.
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A. Trunking Network Models
There are four reports of the resulting market values shown on
the following computer  generated displays. These cases deal with the 10
and 20 earth station models for the two years 1990 and 2000.
Each report shows the principal or earth station location, ranked
by its total market value, including the number of subordinates. The
subordinate SMSA's and their distance to the earth station and their
individual market values are also displayed. Also provided is the cumu-
lative market value of the earth stations and subordinate locations as the
ranking continues lower. The cumulative value shown for the last principal
location is the total market values for the entire network.
B. Common Network Models
A total of nine common network market models were develepc:i
to generate the various network size combinations. The following reports
are grouped by network size model: minimum networks, most efficient
networks, and maximum networks. For each network grouping the three price
alternatives have also been generated.
The market values increase in a corresponding manner to the growth
in the size of the network. New York and its subordinate SMSA's, for example,
,have a market value of 3.1% in the minimum network model, a 3.9% market value
in the most efficient network model, and grows to a 5.1% value in the maximum
network model.
As before, the cumulative market value for the ranked group of
earth station locations is provided at each point in the ranking.
The sequential ordering of the nine computer generated reports are:
Minimum Network
- Price = Ku-band
- Price 20% below
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